Vidmantas Kabošis

Ruby
developer since 2007

vidmantas@kabosis.lt
+370 672 14 794

Everyday technology stack: Ruby, Rails, MySQL, Redis, RSpec, Cucumber, Sinatra,
DelayedJob, Sidekiq, and many more smaller, but still lovely software gems.

EXPERIENCE
2015 - 
current - 
Toptal 
- Backend developer
2010 - 2015 
-
SameSystem

- Lead developer

About company: B2B SaaS for retailers: workforce planning & scheduling, finances and
control of expenses, enforcement of labor laws in EU countries, integration with salary
systems.
Joined the team as a full stack Ruby developer. Introduced some best software
development practices like automated testing, continuous integration & delivery,
ticketing, code reviews.
From 2012 I’ve been promoted to Lead developer position, and since then I’m
responsible for hiring new employees, development process improvements &
support, quality management (code reviews, training), consulting other developers
(development manager for the team of 14 people) on technical and business logic
questions.
Since fall of 2014 I’m working mostly on systemic and infrastructural improvements
of the system.
2008 - 2010 - 
Baltijos Sprendimai
- Ruby developer

About company: CRM and custom software for printing houses.
My responsibilities at this company were: software design, development, analysis of
requirements, management of a small team, setup and support of production
environment, planning.
2004 - 2010 - Freelancer – various projects - PHP, MySQL, Ruby.
2007
- JSC “Informacijos Valdymo Centras” - PHP developer.
2005 - 2013 - Metal music and subculture web site's „Hell Music“ developer (PHP),
co-author, editor, administrator.

EDUCATION
2006 - 2010 - Bachelor of Software Engineering, Vilnius University, Lithuania.
EXTRA ACTIVITIES
Co-organizer of annual 
Ruby
conference in Lithuania 
RubyConfLT
(2014, 2015).
VilniusRB
monthly meetup organizer.
PERSONAL HOBBIES
I’m a father of two, so what hobbies? ;-) But when I have some free time, I love to ride my
motorcycle, do some home brewing or simply take a dog for a walk in the forest.
LINKS
LinkedIn

GitHub

LOCATION
Vilnius, Lithuania
UTC+2

Personal webpage

Blog (in Lithuanian)

